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REQUEST:  Concept Review – Construct Five-Story Addition to 424 North Howard Street 
 
ADDRESS: 418-424 North Howard Street (Proposed Howard Street Commercial Historic 
District) 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Approval with conditions 
 
STAFF: Stacy Montgomery  
 
APPLICANT: Urban Design Group 
 
OWNERS: Zebedee LLC 
 
SITE/HISTORIC DISTRICT  
 
Market Center and Proposed Howard Street Historic Districts:  
The Market Center National Register historic district is a nearly 24-block area that was home 
to Baltimore’s retail activity from the beginning of the 19th century. The district encompasses a 
wide variety of architecture from modest 19th century rowhouses to grand department store 
palaces, as well as banks, theaters and restaurants. The blocks encompassing the proposed 
demolition, which are part of the proposed Howard Street Commercial local historic district, 
include a cohesive group of modestly scaled commercial structures at the northern end of 
Baltimore’s historic retail district. The boundaries of the Mount Vernon and Seton Hill 
Baltimore City Historic Districts begin one block north of the site. 
 
Site Conditions/Architectural Description:  
The site is located at the northwest corner of North Howard and West Franklin Street. The 
building at422- 424 North Howard Street was one of the first purpose-built commercial 
buildings on the block, constructed ca. 1895 in the Chicago Style. The five-story brick and 
stone building features multiple two-story metal bay windows topped with a ribbon of flat 
windows. Large plate-glass commercial windows run along the first floor. The building was 
home to the Hecht Brothers Company and served as a furniture store for much of its history. 
The lot to the south of 422-424 is vacant, and was once home to a large Moderne bank 
building, Augusta Federal Savings and Loan, which was constructed in 1957. The building was 
demolished in 2007 and the lot has been vacant since that time. A three-story 19th century 
rowhouse commercial building with a shed roof is located south of the lot.  
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BACKGROUND 
• This property is located in the pending Howard Street Commercial Historic District that 

is in the final stage of designation. 

PROPOSAL & APPLICATION OF GUIDELINES 
The applicant proposes to construct a five-story dark brick addition to the existing building at 
422-424 North Howard Street on the vacant lot at 418-420 North Howard Street. The new 
addition will have a tall base, middle, and a cap, matching the existing building at 422-424 
North Howard Street. The 1st story will feature a tall storefront with transom windows over a 
metal canopy. The middle three stories will feature pairs of tripartite windows with a larger 
center window divided by a thick mullion. The cap, divided by a decorative brick cornice, will 
feature smaller pairs of tripartite windows. The building is topped by another brick cornice. 
The windows will all be aluminum-clad wood and painted black and be topped with a steel 
lintel. 
 
The black brick will wrap around the south elevation above the wall of the building at 416 
North Howard Street. Most of the south elevation will be clad in Hardie panel siding. The rear 
(west) elevation will also be dark brick with pairs of tripartite windows. The north (interior) 
elevation, facing the internal courtyard will be clad in prefinished corrugated metal panels with 
steel columns dividing the fenestration. Aluminum-clad patio doors will open onto metal mesh 
balconies. 
 
Staff applied Chapter 2 of the Design Guidelines for Additions, New Construction, and Non-
Contributing Buildings, specifically 2.1 Guiding Principles for New Design, 2.2 Site Design, 
and 2.3 Scale and Form, 2.4 Building Features, and 2.5 Materials and Detailing. 
 
ANALYSIS 
The proposed new construction meets Design Guideline 2.1 Guiding Principles for New 
Design, which states: 
 
• Avoid demolishing historic buildings, structures, and landscapes when designing new 

construction projects. 
• Identify the character-defining features of the surrounding historic buildings and streetscape. 

Design new buildings to visually relate to the historic environment. Respect the established 
design precedent in the immediate area. 

• Contemporary architectural design that reflects its current time, place, use, and culture is 
accepted, provided that the design is compatible with the character of the historic district.  

• Radically contrasting building designs are discouraged within local historic districts. 
• New buildings that are similar to existing buildings in materials, form, massing, and 

architectural features are accepted as long as the new buildings can be distinguished from 
historic buildings.  

 
The proposed addition relates to both of the buildings surrounding it, despite one being highly 
ornate and one being very simple. The materials proposed for the new addition are more 
contemporary, but the design is compatible with the historic character of the block. The use of 
brick on the façade is consistent with many of the other historic buildings on the street. 
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The proposed new construction meets Design Guideline 2.2 Site Design, specifically: 
 
• Incorporate character-defining site design features of the historic district into the designs of 

new construction projects. 
• Primary buildings should have a similar orientation and relationship to the street as the 

existing buildings. Primary entrances and facades should be located, oriented, and 
sequenced to be consistent with the pattern of entrances and facades in the neighborhood. 

 
Although the proposed new construction is an addition to an existing building, in this location, 
it is appropriate that it is sited in the same way as primary buildings on the street. The proposed 
addition will be built in line with the existing building at 422-424 North Howard Street. The 
proposed addition will have the same orientation to the street as the existing buildings 
surrounding it. 
 
The proposed new construction largely meets Design Guideline 2.3 Scale and Form, which 
states: 
 
• The scale and form of new buildings must be compatible with the height and depth of 

surrounding buildings. Where there is variation of building height within the immediate 
neighborhood, the new building should generally relate to the predominant pattern. 

• New buildings must complement the massing of surrounding buildings, including the 
proportion of solid surfaces (walls) to voids (window and door openings.) Respect the 
characteristic rhythm (fenestration, bays, rooflines, etc.) of existing buildings. 

• Design the new building to be proportional to surrounding buildings. Consider important 
building proportions such as floor-to-floor heights, the size and placement of windows and 
doors, the scale of articulated elements such as porches, overhanging cornices, and bay 
windows. 

• Floor-to-floor heights in new construction should be within ten percent (10%) of the floor-to-
floor heights of adjacent historic buildings. 

• Design rooflines to be compatible with those found on surrounding buildings. 
 
The proposed addition is complementary to the proportions of the existing building at 422-424 
North Howard Street, but not as tall or elaborate. It is taller than the building to the south, but 
its simpler ornamentation creates a smooth transition between the existing buildings. The 
window heights and scale also helps with the transition. The fenestration pattern on the top 
story could better reflect the rhythm of the neighboring properties if the mullions between the 
groups of windows on the top story of the façade were redesigned to be more pronounced and 
if the side windows in each group were double-hung so the windows would more closely 
match the Chicago style windows typical of this area. 
 
The proposed new construction meets Design Guideline 2.4 Building Features, specifically 
2.4.1Building Entrances and 2.4.5 Roofs, which state: 
 
• Design building entrances to enhance the connection between the street and the building 

interior. 
• Respect the existing pattern of building entrances when locating new entrances. 
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• Design new storefront entrances that are compatible with surrounding commercial buildings. 
• Design new roofs to complement the orientation, pitch, complexity, and scale of roofs on 

surrounding buildings. 
• Design cornices to be compatible with the height, scale, and articulation of existing cornice 

lines on surrounding buildings. 
 
 The proposed storefronts on the façade compliment the neighboring storefronts. The roofline 
and cornice are compatible with the neighboring buildings. 
  
The proposed new construction mostly meets Design Guideline 2.5 Materials and Detailing, 
which states: 
 
• Design doors and windows to be compatible with the placement, scale, type, and operation of 

doors and window and their openings in surrounding buildings. 
• Design doors and windows to be compatible with the architectural character of the new 

facade and the surrounding buildings.  
• Choose building materials that are compatible with the color, size, texture, scale, and quality 

of building materials used in surrounding buildings. Where a particular material is dominant 
within an area, utilize that material in the new design. 

• Cover and finish exterior walls with quality materials that are compatible with surrounding 
buildings. Traditional materials existing within the historic district, such as wood, brick, and 
stone, are preferred.  

 
The windows and materials are generally compatible with the surrounding buildings; however, 
there are several ways that the design could better meet the Design Guidelines. First, the 
windows on the top story of the façade should be redesigned to more closely match the historic 
Chicago style windows they are attempting to replicate. The metal lintels over the windows are 
more industrial in character. Installing a more decorative band in keeping with the more ornate 
commercial storefront windows would be appropriate here. 
 
The materials and detailing are relatively compatible to the character of the district; however, 
the use of an additional color for window and door trim or a different brick color could make 
the building lighter and less monochromatic. 
 
Finally, the installation of the canopies over the first story storefronts should be reconsidered if 
the 1st story will be residential and no signage is intended here.  
 
NEIGHBORHOOD COMMENTS 
There is no neighborhood Architectural Review Committee in this area. Notice has been sent 
to Baltimore Heritage, Inc., Preservation Maryland, AIA Baltimore, the Baltimore National 
Heritage Area, the Mount Vernon Belvedere Association, and the Market Center Merchants 
Association. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
Staff recommends concept approval of the design with the following conditions: 
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• The industrial metal lintels over the windows to be replaced with a more decorative 
lintel that is in keeping with the character of the commercial storefronts on the block. 

• Redesign the mullion between the groups of windows on the top story of the façade so 
it is more pronounced redesign the side windows to be double-hung to more closely 
match the Chicago style windows typical of this area. 

• Explore the replacement of the metal siding on the interior courtyard with cementitious 
panels. 

• If no signage is planned for the canopy over the 1st floor, consider its removal from the 
design. 

• Consider the use of an additional color so the building is less monochromatic. 

Staff recommends that the final details be reviewed by staff. With these modifications, the 
design will meet Chapter 2 of the Design Guidelines for Additions, New Construction, and 
Non-Contributing Buildings, specifically 2.1 Guiding Principles for New Design, 2.2 Site 
Design, and 2.3 Scale and Form, 2.4 Building Features, and 2.5 Materials and Detailing. 
 

 
Eric Holcomb 
Director 
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The building formerly located at 418-420 North Howard Street. This building was demolished in 2007.  
(Courtesy of MHT, taken 1991) 
 

 
Site of proposed addition 
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422-424 North Howard Street, addition proposed for vacant lot south of building. 
 

 
416 North Howard Street and buildings located south of the proposed addition. 
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